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Spectroscopy for Investigating Dynamic Reaction Networks in Real Time 

The development and optimization of homogeneous catalysts is often hampered by 

limited insight into the kinetics of the reaction and the transformation of the catalyst, 

enforcing empirical optimization. Rational catalyst and reaction development are only 

possible through thorough understanding of catalyst activation and de-activation 

mechanisms, potential resting or dormant states, and the kinetics of the productive cycle 

(i.e. rate-limiting steps). While rather laborious techniques are available to investigate 

the afore-mentioned aspects separately, there is no readily applicable technique that may 

be used universally in early stages of catalyst development. We have built a reaction 

setup in which a reaction vessel is coupled to a NMR flow tube via small diameter 

HPLC tubing. With this we can continuously circulate a reaction mixture through the 

spectrometer, thereby follow the reaction progresses and catalyst transformation under 

catalytically relevant conditions in real time. We have characterised the hydrodynamic 

flow characteristics of the setup and measured flow effects on continuous NMR 

acquisition to quantify changes in T1, T2 and signal intensity as function of volumetric 

flow velocity. Application in real-time reaction and catalyst monitoring under strictly 

inert conditions has been demonstrated, and multiple solvent suppression and selective 

excitation techniques allow the detection of minor intermediates even in non-deuterated 

solvents. Application to the investigation of several catalytic systems will be discussed. 
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